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sunk from low water through the gravel bed and about 12 Inches deep into
the shale bedrock. Above the
line, each pier consists of a pair
of truncated cones connected by a 12
d
irch concrete web. The
at
diameter
in
3
are
feet
pedestals
the top and 4 feet at the water line
with span rests 6tt feet, above low
water. The abutments show the same
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front but

lih counterfronts behind the wing
TRUSS
CONCRETE
of abutments are 12 Inches thick
walls
MOR- -'
E.
BY
GEORGE
, DESIGNED
and extend to five feet below low waRISON, SUCCESS
ter. The walls are designed as slabs
scanning the distance between the
The highway bridge recently com- counterforts and the reinforcing is
be- proportioned to hold a fluid of SO lb.
pleted across the Galllnas river
the
and
Las
weight per cubic foot.
of
town
Vegas
tween the
conBoth tbe floor slabs and the trusses
New
Mexico,
Las
of
Vega,
City
erecwere
method
of
designed to hold a load of 109
tains In Its design and
tractor
lb.
Interest
square Inch or a n
It
per
of
some
special
tion
points
on
the
In
concrete
roadway. In
any position
consists of four reinforced
truss (bot- the
members
of
center
tension
tbe
40
from
feet
each
tms spans,
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Stresses

peckets In the trusses, bearing plates casting and raising for

th"e

whole eight

are provided to reduce the bearing to tiusses was about 12 days. During the
progress of the work, some very cold
3i0 lb. per square Inch.

The trusses and floor beams were weather was experienced, the thermoseparately cast upon molding platforms meter showing as low as 14 degrees
oa the ground and afterward lifted below sero at night During this peinto place. The heaviest piece lifted riod two trusses and there floor beams
was one complete truss weighing ap- were entirely covered by tents and
proximately 9 tons. Each floor beam heated by oil stoves. Watchmen were
weighed about 4 tons. Both trusses on duty all the time, and the thermosad floor beams were figured for erec- meters at the corners of the tents
tion stresses. The forms for the floor-sla- b held above 32 degrees.
rod
The floor slab has a crown of 1 inch
were supported by
the
side to side and there Is a rise
beams
and
from
the
floor
across
hangers
floor-slacast in place. Thus no false-- of 1 inch from each end of the bridge
work was required for any of the work, j to the center. Drainage through the
Nc laterals were used, as the floor-- floor was provided for by casting In
slab for each span Is monolith io and oiled, tapered wooden plugs, small end
is so bonded into the trusses at the up. These were driven out wnen floor
panel points as to rigidly connect the forms were removed. The sections of
busses and to eliminate the necessity the reinforced concrete hub guard
were separately cast and bolted to the
for laterals.
two
Inch anchor bolts.
so
switch
truss
that
were
Forms
provided
trusses and three floor beams could be There is a drain hole In each gutter
cast at the same time. Thus each su- In the center of each panel.
The floor on eacn span is continu
perstructure form was used four times
expan
on the Job. All formB received two ous but over each pier a
1 Inch space
tbe
is
sion
before
Joint
oil"
of
coats
"saw
being
provided,
heavy
used the first time and another coat being filled with bitumen. Expansion
before each subsequent use. The pier of the trusses is provided for by slids
ing plates which give a bearing stress
end abutment forms were built In
to be easily handled; the pier on the concrete under full load of 340
fcrm being used three times and the lbs. per square Inch.
The stresses of this bridge are easiabutment form twice.
exact
an
ly determined; the method of wsem-blin- g
The molding platform had
and wiring the truss reinforced
outline of the truss laid out upon It
The previously bent reinforcing was iuto position on a platform before
assembled, wired and wrapped very there are any forms in the way pperwork
rigidly into plane, then the forms were raits an easy Inspection of the
placed and blocked solidly Into posl- and also Insures that the bars will be
lion. The retnforcig was held up placed correctly and will remain in
from the platforms and kept from side that position; the elimination of false
forms by small blocks of concrete work removes one very large item of

Ssclon
end Sections
DETAILS OF LAS VEGAS BRIDGE

WOMEN'S AND CHILDBtN'S HATS

Las Vsu'LeadinSlora

HALF PRICE

S.ase4umM& Son

Take your choice of any trimmed hat
f
in stock at
the marked price

1

The Last Saturday of our
Green Tag Sale
sa.

and we propose to make it the biggest day of the
Is only three days of this sale left COME TOMORROW

Women's Suits and)

Silk Dresses
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TRUSS ON MOLDING BOARD
where the unit stress was not the
governing consideration, the least dimension was arbitrarily fixed at
of the theoretical length. The actual
unsupported lengths were really much
Ices than the theoretical lengths. The
steel In compression members was fig
ured only to take the bending stress
caused by the method of erection. In
of
order to avoid a concentration

lying a stratum of hard shale. During
the fall and winter season, the sur
face flow of water Is Insignificant;
but there Is a very heavy flow through
out the coarse gravel bed, and during
the spring and summer the surface
flow makes a river of very respepc-tabl- e
size.
The pier and abutment foundations
consist of 5 foot square pedestals,

Extra indiioemciits have been cffeiec and as t.er
you will find yourself more than repaid.

flouncing .

Regular price 65c

Eight different patterns of this dainty flouncing to
choose from: 44 inches wide, deep embroidery, and
although this is the very time when you need this tbe
most you may buy it now at HAILF PRICE

Ift

Tbls 18 IUD(luestinably the shoe value of the season. The fact
that they are "Crossett" or "W. L. Douglass" Shoes ia a guarantee of

V

Btyle, comfort and durability. Come In tan, vlci, gunmetal and pat-eDt' 14108 M button, any height heel, Goodyear welt soles. Whether
need of aa extra palr now or not Detter De fitted with
you feel
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lr ot these tne fiavtag is worth while, the pair.
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Laces, Embroideries, Ribbons, etc. 33
a:.:
Laces
Laces
Laces
Laces
Laces
$1.00- - Laces

7c
10c
17c
27c
40c
67c

10c
15c
25c
40c
60c

.
etc.

1--

:

.

Bh."

ik '4m2

i.

10c Embroideries

Embroideries
20o Embroideries
30o Embroideries
BOo Embroideries
75c Embroideries

8
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THE LAS VEGAS BRIDGE

This course permitted trie reinforcing
to be assembled and wired with an
an:ple platform to work upon and no
interference because of small space
between forms.
All concrete was mixed by hand; that
for the substructure being 1:35 mixture using the sand and gravel at the
blrdge site; and that for the entire su
perstructure being a measured 1:2:4
mixture with no stone larger than 1
inch. At the time of letting the contract, It was considered that the sand
and gravel at the site could be used
for the entire work, but when the superstructure was started, It was found
that the cost of screening out all stone
over 1
Inch made the price of the
useful material prohibitive, and the
contractor, therefore, hauled a finer
gravel two miles for the entire superstructure.
The forms for trusses and floor
beams were removed about seven days
after casting and the first truss was

TRUSSES

cost and also of dinger in case1 oi
streams subject to sudden freshets;
longer spans may be used than is possible with ordinary girder types and
In cases where there is but little headroom between, the high water mark and
the level of the roadway, as there was
in this particular instance, this type
of construction gives more waterway
than could be obtained with the arch
type of bridge.
The contractor for this work was
the Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron
company of Leavenworth, Kansas, the
plan being designed and executed by
the companys western agency at Denver under the supervision of the writer A patent has been applied for covering this design and method of erection. The contract was signed September 22, 1913; active field work was
started October 8, 1913, and the bridge
was accepted ( February 10, 1914.
George E. Morrison in Engineering
News.
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TRUSS BRIDGE ACROSS GALLINAS

BUSINESS

Muskogee,

MEN JO MEET the delegates will pay a visit to Boley, weeks an d they clred me."
l
Okla., June 26. Prepara- Oklahoma, which ta famed as the
dealers. Adv.

tions are being mace for the fifteenth
annual meeting of the National Negro
Business league which is to be held
here In August The Oklahoma State
,Negro Business league is making elaborate arrangements for the reception and entertainment of the visitors
ho will le here from every section
of the country. One or the features of
the program will be a mammoth Industrial parade to illustrate the progress and industrial achievements of
the negroes of this section. Another
feature will h an outdoor entertain- Seminole In
rnf nt by
dians iu native costumes. At the con
elusion of the sessions in Muskogee

A bad taste in the mouth comes
from a disordered stomach, and back
of that Is usually a torpid liver: A
condition
which
Invites disease.
MEMORIAL TO WEBSTER
needed. It
HERBINE
the
Marsh-field- ,
is
remedy
26.
Marshfield, Mass., June
the home and burial place of corrects the stomach and makes the
Price 50c.
Daniel Webster, wa the scene of in- liver active and regular.
Adv.
teresting ceremonies today on the oc- Sold by Central Drug Co.
casion of the unveiling of a memorial
in honor of the famous statesman.
BOOZE OPINION
The memorial was eretced by the
Santa Fe, June 26. The attorney
Daughters of the American revolution general's office had another tussle with
and consists of a mammoth boulder the rum demon today and Assistant
bearing a bronze tablet suitably in- Attorney General Harry S. Clancy In
scribed. The oration at the uneviling an opinion furthef circumscribed his
was delivered by John D. Long, former powers. Upon inquiry of John A.
governor of Massachusetts and secre- Young at Gallup, member of the house
tary of the Navy under Presidents
of representatives, ho ruled that New
and Roosevelt
Mexico municipalities have the right

by'-al-

largest and most prosperous
city in the TJpited States.

negro

just What She Needed
There Is an old saying that "There
is a remedy for every ill," It Is sometimes yearg before you find the remedy exactly suited to your case. Mrs.
Rachel Cribley, Beaver Dam, Ohio,
was sick for two years with stomach
trouble and constipation. She writes,
"My neighbors spoke so enthusiastically of Chamberlain's Tablets that I
procured a bottle of them. A few
days' treatment convinced me that
that they were Just what I needed.
I continued to use them for several

For sale

all

3

.

-

o

7c
10c
17c
24o
27c

Muslin e.nd Knit Underwear
per cent Discount

33

1- -3

Now is the time to lay in a supply
,

knit and muslin underwear

of

on sale.

it's all

Union Suits, Vests, Drawers,

Corset Covers, Slips, Camisoles, Petticoats, Gowns, etc. The regular prices
on these items were extremely low,
considering the

off

quality-bu-

--

now you may

them still cheaper.

CASH ONLY Nothing on Appro

Exchanged

val-Notht-ng

EXCEPTIONS
Corsets, Shoes, Groceries, Kayser's Silk Gloves, Cadet, Phoenllx and Interwoven Hose, Dime Socks,
Toilet Goods,1 Sunburst Silk, Butterlck Patterns and Publications, Dress Forms, Arrow Collars, Stamped
,
Package Goods, and threads of all kinds.
I I'l

to limit the, number of saloons to
which they will Issue a license, as
long as they exercise that right with
discrimination and It is even intimated
that if a city or town council or a
village board of trustees deems it for
the public good not to Issue any licenses at all they may make the town
or village dry to all practical intents
and purposes without even calling a
local option election.

should be treated promptly as they in the old military barracks by the
are poisonous. BALLARD"S SNOW school board to Miss Astler.
,
LINIMENT counterects the poison. It
'
mis both antiseptic and healing. Price
'
50c
ROYAL VISIT TO HULL
and J1.00 per bottle. Sold by
25c,
Central Drug Co. Adv.
Hull, Eng., June
people of
Hull turned out en masse today to welMOTION FOR REHEARING
come King George and Queen Mary on
Santa Fe, June 26. Catron and the occasion of their visit to attend
Catron filed in the state suppreme the opening of the new Humber docks.
court a motion for a rehearing of the In addition to the opening of the new
case of Ida Astler vs. The Board of docks, their majesties laid the foundaStings or bits of insect that are Education of the City of Santa Fe, a tion stones for a girls' school and a
followed by swellings, pain or tichlng suit arising over the rental of quarters tuberculosis hospital.
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D. T, Hosklns, Cashier.
HL S.
Lewis, Ass't Cash.

'

Vice-Preside- nt

CONCRETE

l--

14c
20c
34c
50c

3

All styles and weights in
Turkish bath towels, worth
regular 10c to 75c.
SALE PRICE 7c to 50c
Linen Huck Towels, Toweling, Cotton Huck Toweling,
Wash Cloths, Calicos. Muslins, percales, Ginghams everything In this department

ERECTING

5c Ribbons
10c Ribbons
15c Ribbons
25o Ribbons
35c Ribbons
40c Ribbons

7c

12o

Towels, Domestics, etc
off the regular price

1--

M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

NEGRO

Discount

3

etc

I.

REINFORCED

1--

:

50.000.H

4mm' 'Jtmm

yd

$3.50 to $5.00 "Crossett" snd "Douglas"
1
Oxfords $2.25

CAPITAL

--

35c

44 inch Voile

jPrice

1- -3
-

Half

While the assortment in these lines Is necessarily getting small the garment we have left may be just the
garment you want so come in tomorrow you can buy
it at EXACTLY HALF PRICE

20-to- n

i

South SidoPlaja

Shadow laces, vals, torchons, baby Irish, allovers, corset cover embroidery, insertions and edgings-

to center of bearings, with a 16 foot tcm chords and verticals) steel was
clear roadway. Each span Is made up provided to take the entire streBS at
steel
of two trusres. cast as separate mem- 10,000 lb. per square Inch. All
bers and lifted into place, carrying used was plain Bquare bars of medium
lb.
floorbeams, also cast separately and steel with an elastic limit of 33,000
and an ultimate strength of 55,000 to
truss
In
the
In
slots
provided
placed
members
posts, with a reinforced concrete floor 70,000 lb. All compression
corner
each
In
rod
In.
a
have
the
from
square
into
forms
hung
slab poured
floor beams. The bridge is a through and these rods are closely hooped with
structure, so the trusses form the rail- No. 9 wire, but the area of steel is not
maximum unit com
ing. The roadway consists of s rein figured and the
688 lb. per square
stress
la
bltiullthls
a
with
pressive
forced concrete slab
inch of gross section of concrete. This
surface.
wearing
The plans and specifications for the stress occurs in the end posts only and
combination
bridge were submitted by the contrac- can only be caused by the
tors and were subject to the approval of the dead load stresses and that due
tractor placed as close as
of the state engineer of New Mexico, to a
and of the writer acting as engineer possible to one truss. The distance
between nominal pin. centers was tak
for San Miguel county.
The bed of the Gallinas river con- en as the theoretical length on consists al coarse sand and gravel over- - pression members and in members
,j

Established K6t

one-hal-

b

sec-tien-

U.TT,(XI

'fill

stress in the corners of tbe ends of lifted into place 10ft days after castfloor beams where they rest in the ing and the average time between

.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVIMGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

'

.

30,000.00

Office'mfh the San Miguel National Cank
WM. G. HAYDOH- i
H. W. KELLY
-- .
D.

.

President
Vlos .President

HOSKINI

Treainrtf

Interest PoJd On Deposits
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MAN AT 103 GOES Irrigates the Bleed

Praises This Remedy
SANTA FE IN GALA
for Lung Trouble

DRESS

FOR

FIESTA
MANY FORMS ' OF AMUSEMENT
MAKE A HAPPY DAY OF
FAMOUS CELEBRATION

Santa Fe, June 26. Chinese lanterns twinkling In the dense shade of
the Plaza, strains of music floating

the evening breezes, a blaze of
Illuminating the portal of the
Palace, merry throngs Jostling
other good naturedly; such was
the picture that the Plaza fete pre
sented last evening.
It was the climax of the day's) fiesta,
annually given by the woman's board
of trade, whose indefatigable labors
more than that of any other civic
body have made the capital a city
beautiful and cultured, a body of de
voted, self sacrificing women who
achieved civic conquests when others
despair, who built and maintain the
public library, beautify the Plaza, look
after Fairview cemetery, administer
the city's charity work and give sub
stantial help to great enterprises
such as restoring and furnishing one
of the finest rooms In the New Mexico
museum,
The center of the Plaza with the
civil war monument was enclosed
with fragrant pinyon and cedar
boughs and there the light hearted
ones danced to their hearts' content,
there at tables scattered over the
lawn refreshments were served and
there In the pagoda and on the green
a .vaudeville and caoaret continuous
performance helped to drive dull care
away.
Outside of the enclosure the little
log house with its goose pen did a
thriving business among the children.
From the depths of the goose pond
the good natured goose rewarded the
youngsters In return for a nickel or
a dime with treasures that only Alad
din's lamp could have produced. The
shrill whistle of slrena, the squawking of toy balloons, the rattle of castanets, created a verisimilitude of
Donnybrook Fair.
In the' fifterE99n' the. rummage
table, a unique institution never oiiilt-te- d
at any of the plaza fetes found a
market for all the cast off things of
the year which ordinarily would go to
second hand dealers but by this
means reached the consumer directly
without 'his paying the middleman's
profits. f
Ice cream, lemonade and cake served al fresco as well as the dinner
served In the assembly room of the
library, found generous patronaga In
fact, the spender received more than
his money's worth wherever he turned, the fiesta being an lnstiution that
blesses him who gives and who receives,
J course the crown of it all were
the 36" maiden? wno emerged from
"the main portal of tne Palace of the
'Governors at i o'clock1 in the after- moon, each la fantastic costume, had
their pictures juapped by the' San
Diego motion picture apparatus arid
then spent the remaining hours of the
day and evening parting the Plaza
visitors from as much coin as possible, doing it gracefully, cheerfully, all
for sweet charity's and duty's sake.
There were flower girls and girls that
tagged you, cigaret vendors and waitresses, who at a later hour in the
upon
light
Old
each

Many people sre led to rwlleTe tbst
Tronble U
dlwaae which cannot
Tbls ia wrong, aa maor
be conquered.
A
tliPlr health.
recovered
bare fully
of climate bag helped gome, but
changemore
health
to
restored
been
have
many
by breathing the freshest air, eating
wholesome food, being temperate
in their bablta and adding the tonic qualmedicine
ities of Ecltoian'i Alterative.
for Throat and t.ung Trouble. Investicase:
tbls
gate
Bowling Green, Ky., K. No. 4.
'Gentlemen: The spring of 1908 I bait
tried
severe couch for slx months. Irecom-mended
11 the medicine
that my doctors
for
came
no
to me, but
results
the better. I bad night sweats, and would
so weak I
cough and spit until I got But
at last,
could hardly do anything.
of
James Deering,
Glasgow Junction, Insisted that I try your medicine. In one
week's time there was quite an Improvement In my condition, and after I bad
taken several bottles I felt ss well ss
ever In my life. I firmly believe that
Bckman'a Alterative will relieve any case
of lung trouble If taken before the last

"(Affidavit) 'A. C. BETTEBSWORTH.
abbreviated: more on request.)
iAbove
ickman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and I'Ung Affections,
Brombltls. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
the system.
Colds and In opbulldlng
Contalna no narcotics, poisons or
Auk for booklet telling
drugs.
of recoveries, and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggists

g

and E. G. Murphey and
Drug company.

Red

Cross

ON LONG TRIP

Blood from Head
to Foot

FROM FRENCH REVOLUTION
TO
VERA
CRUZ
LEVITATION
MAKES GREAT LEAP

Kansas City, June 26. "Yes," a
traveler at the Union depot this morn
ing said, "I'm Jonathan Wax of Fort
Scott, Kas., and I'm 103 years old.
This Is Little Kenny, Kenneth Taylor,
my grandson. ' I'm taking him for. a
visit to Bill Phipps vp in Farragut,
la. Bill's a month older than I am.
Tell the gentleman 'Howdy,' Ken.
Ken said "Howdy" In a retreating
manner. "You see, ' said Jonathan
Wax as he good naturedly pulled the
boy from behind him,, "You see, he's
really my grandson and he's kind of
bashful. This depot's some different
from Fort Scott, tod."
He considered a moment. The old
eyes twinkled. "Well," be answered,
"I was considerably older'n most men
when I first used tobacco, being about
30 or 35. That was 70 ears ago; yes,
only about 70 years- - No, I don't believe Its had any effect on me, pro
longing or shortening my life, either

One hundred and twenty years ago
today the balloon made its first successful appearance as an engine of
war. It was at the battle of Fleureus
during the French revolution. It was
this balloon that enabled the revolu
tionists to win the battel and subse
quently establish the French republic.
Ac sunrise of this day the huge silken
bag, inflated with hydrogen, was ragging at Its anchor ropes In the French
republican camp. The opening of the
battle was a signal for General Mor-loto climb Into the basket The soldiers slowly let out the cable until
tbe balloon and aeronaut rose high
above the battlefield. Beneath him
lay the enemle's lines In full view.
While the balloon gently eddied In the
breeze, Morlott drew a sketch of the
enemy's strategic position and then
tossed It overboard In a heavy
package. Thus every move
of the foe was reported to the commander-in-chief
on the ground below
during the ten hours In which the
bsloon remained aloft. The comman
der's questions, written out and attached to a cord that hung from the
baloon, were hauled up by the aeronaut and quickly answered. The Idea
had
of using a balloon In warfare
been conceived, but not used, 12 years
before, at the siege of Gibraltar. At
that tme Joseph Montgolfler, who later
made the world's first successful passenger-carrying
balloon, proposed "to
lnlroduce Into Gibraltar an entire army, which borne by the wind and a
gas, will enter .right above the heads
of the enemy." But the siege was
raised before his Idea could be de
monstrated.
Today airships constitute one of the
most important factors In modern
warfare. All the great world powers
have equipped their armies with fleets
of aeropplanes and dirigible balloons,
and scientists are bending every enr-gy toward Inventing new explosives
and perfecting means of hurling them
from the clouds with greater accuracy
Some authorities even predict that the
next great war will be fought In the
clouds by squadrons of airships. Today American aviators are ecouttng
over the Mexican lines around, Vera
Cruz, and are demonstrating their marvelous utility. Equipped with the latarmy
est devices the
ScoQti can fly over the enemy's coun
tonotry, Sketch' 6f photograph the
graphy at the land below the forts",
cities and troOfl positions: By wireless telegraph he cat! seikt back" the
Information to his headquarters nllles
away. With the modern rapid fire gun
he can defend himself with a stream
of bullets. Or he can drop high explosive bombs from his lofty craft,
scattering death wherever It strikes
a year ago It was reported a Mexican
rebel aeronaut dropped a bomb that
killed 62 soldiers instantly. If It is
night, the aeronaut can drop a star
bomb that expplodes and shades a
lasting and radiant light on the spot
he Is hovering over. To escape from
the new aerial guns designed to fiui
airships, the modern aeronaut Can
that
droD the new German bomb
spreads a dflne, hear JU of smoke
JMweeh earth and airship and hus
pefMtl-.thaviator to Escape. - Or ha
can drS-p- ' another kin which give Off
oft a poisonous gas capable if killing
every living tiling within 100 yards.

(
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To pet rid of rheumatism requires that
the blood be completely Hushed not a mers
makeshift as by salts and pain killers. The
long record of 8. 8. 8. Is Important to
know.
It has found Its way Into every
section of the nation. It Is the moat widely
used and most widely talked of remedy
there Is for all blood troubles. And It Is
a known fact that rheumatism Is primarily
a blood trouble.
It Is conceded by the closest students of
the subject that rheumatism Is caused In
most cases by an acid condition of the blood
and aggravated by the remedies commonly
used for relief. In other cases rheumatism
Is the result of nerve depression; In still
others It Is the effect of some vitiated
blood condition, having been treated with
mercury. Iodides, arsenic, and other poison-

a mile. As In other counties, the clas
sification gives an Interesting sidelight
on the valuaton placed on varous forms
of property.
PEOPLE
Foley Cathartio Tablets are a specially good little regulator that keeps
your system In perfect working order.
No biliousness, no constipation, no distress after eating, no greasy taste. A
stout person who uses them constantly will really feel thinning out and
more comiortable as a result of their
use. O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
JAIL FOR CARSON

Santa Fe, June 26. A requisition
signed by Governor McDonald was
served by Sheriff McGrath of Silver
City yesterday on A. Carson, alias
Carrlgan, wanted In Silver City for ut
tering worthless checks. McGrath took
Carson with him and landed him in
jail at Silver City.
at Night
Take Foley's Honey and Tar ComIt glides down your throat
pound.
and spreads'
healing, soothing coat
ing over the inflamed .tickling surface.
That's immediate relief. It loosens
up the tightness in yotif chest, stops
stuffy wheezy breathing, .ases distressing, racking, tearing coughs. Children love It Refuse any substitutes.
Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Don't Lois Sleep Coughing

TO HONOR CARNEGIE

Dunfermline, Scotland , June 26.
The statue eretced here in honor of
Andrew Carnegie, who Is a native of
Dunfermline and a liberal benefactor
of the town, Is to be unveiled tomorrow with elaborate ceremonies. Many
of the notables of Flreshlre are expected here to attend the event and a
general holiday will be made of the

were before you had rheumatism,
bockache, swollen, aching joints and
stiff, painful muscles? Want to feel
that way again? You can just take
Foley Kidney Pills. For they quickly
clear the blood of the poisons that
cause your pain, misery and tormenting rheumatism. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. dA v.
ROOSEVELT

COUNTY TAX ROLL

Santa Fe, June 26. Roosevelt Is the
third county to send Us 1914 tax assess- ment roll. It arrived late this after
noon and has been preceded toy the
rolls from Colfax and McKlnley coun
ties.
The Roosevelt roll presents several
unique features. It la the only, roll
that assesssee all lands outside of the
towns tinder the heading of agricul
tural lands, Just as the neighboring
county of Curry last year assessed
them all under grazing lands. Roose
velt Is one of the few counties that
has no coal or other mineral lands.
It Is rather curious, too, that the telephone, telegraph and railroad lines of
the county are of exactly the same
length to within s hundredth part of

'

BABY AFFLICTED

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
Remember how gpry and active yon

TO STOUT

occasion.

WITH ECZEiA
Brake Out in Rash.

Itched and
Very Painful. Used
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Eczema Disappeared.
Burned.

E. F. D. No. 1, Lucerne, Colo.
"About
two years ago my baby, who was about four
months old at that time, was afflicted with
eczema which at first appeared
on the back of tha nec;lc and
ikept constantly enlarging. The
eczema broke out in a rash at
IS;
'first and it was small and rough
and very red. It Itched and
burned so much that htf Could
not sleep well, continually
turning-antwisting his head
as the eczema was on the back
of bis neck where be could not get to it to
scratch well. But In rubbing so muchIt
became red and almost raw. It seemed very
painful as the child fretted constantly.
After some time a similar troublo appeared
on the cheeks.
" I tried
,
and others
I do not remember now. 8ome did no good
and soma only Irritated more. At last a
friend advised me to try Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. I sent for a sample and this did
so much gsod I bought a cake of Cuticura
I used
Soap and the Cuticura Ointment.
them according to directions and it was
only a month until the eczema was apparently well and It soon entirely disappeared and has never returned." (Signed)

s

Mrs. Carrie M. Brown, Mar. 28, 1913.
CuUcura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold everywhere. A single
set is often sufficient. Sample of each
mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address
"Cuticura. Dept. T, Boston."
ipogt-ca- rd
WMon who shave and shampoo with Cu
tlcuraSoapwUlfludit best for sUu and scalp.

-

-'

Give Your

ultra-moder-

n

At Bremen, G3., W. M. Golden, of
the Equitable Lire Assurance Society,
says he found Foley Kidney Pill3 to
be the best remedy for kidney and
bladder troubles, also for rheumatism.
He says, "Any person having kidney
trouble, backache,- or rheumatism
should be very glad to find such a
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
BIOGRAPHICAL

MOVIES

Santa Fe, June 26. "The Men and
Women who are Making New Mexico,''
is the latest moving picture stunt that
Colonel Ralph B. Twitchell of the exposition commission Is pulling off for
the San Mego fair. Instead of a biographical sketch book, 'he proposes to
present the leading men and women
of the state as they live to the five
million visitors expected In San Diego
in 1915 and to preserve living pictures
In the archives of the New Mexico
museum for the future historian and
for all time to come.
It Is planned' to start off the film
archives with a portrait ot the state's
chief executive at work fa his office
at the capitol to be supplemented with
a picture of Governor andf Mrs. McDonald in the executive mansion. Then

J'

Appetite a
Treat
Buy some of Moreys

Solitaire

Good-Things-to-- Eat

and
serve them at your
table every meal- the whole familv will
enjoy them. They
add a zest and relish

tt

ous mineral drugs.
The recoverlesaeof
all these types of
rheumatism by the vise of 8. 8. 8. is a
wonderful tribute to the natural efficacy of
this remarkable medicine, for it Is assimilated Just as naturally. Just as specifically,
and Just as well ordained as the most
orvntahle. most palatable and most readily
digested food. Do not fail to get a bottle
of 8. S. 8. today, but insist upon 8. 8. 8,
Don't accept a substitute. You will be
atnnlBhed at the results. If vour rheums
tlsm is of such a nature that you would
like to consult a great specialist confidenthe Medical Dept., The Swift
tially, write toIWti
Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Specific Co.,

COMFORTING

'-

"

ADVANCE

STILL ABLE, TO CHOP WOOD AND
WORK IN FIELDS, AND MUSCLES HARD AS IRON

i

"Get Duffy's and Kesp Well"

'iMOREYS'--

TREMENDOUS

A Remedy That Flushes the

BY RAIL

v

aged, for those who are "run down." for
who are suffering
irom stomach trouble, nervousness or similar ailmentspersons
builder-u- p
who need a
ot the whole system. Duffy's is certain to bring quick results. real

AIRTRAVEL1MAKES

Knocks Rheumstism

afternoon were grouped around the
Santa Fe trail monument to pose as
a yard of New Mexico beauties.
The fortune teller's tent was a pop
ular rendezvous. Joy rides around
the circle drive In the swiftest auto
mobiles of the town, raked in the
quarter as rapidly as the cars could
be emptied after each trip. There
were other attractions and altogether way.
this year's fiesta proved an unbound"And eating hasn't either. Now, I
'
ed success.
eat three meals a day, just like other
folks, and I don't eat 'em particular
fast or particular slow, like these food
fellows say to do, some ot 'em one
FRECKLE-FAC- E
and some of 'em the other. And I
eat just what I want, too. My appe
Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots, tite's as good now as it ever was.
"As for sleeping, I just go to bed
How to Remove Easily
when I'm sleepy and get up about 5
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,
to try a remedy for freckles with the o'clock the next morning."
Jonathan Wax paused to marshal
guarantee of a reliable dealer that It
his
It
thoughts, and check the sly withwill not cost you a penny" unless
removes the freckles; while if It does drawal of the youthful Ken toward
give you a clear complexion the ex- the fascinating canay counter.
"If Jonathan Wax was to lay down
pense Is trifling.
rules for growing Id," said Jonathan
Simply get an ounce of othlne
double strength from any druggist and Wax, "they'd be 'keep in good humor
a few applications should show you and control your temper,' You must
how easy It is to rid yourself of the have a sense of humor, and let the
humely freckles and get a beautiful laughs and the jokes take the place
complexion. Rarely is more than one of the frowns and the growls, A
ounce needed for the worst case.
healthy body and long life are a
Be sure to ask the druggist for the whole lot due to a healthy frame of
I say. An' fresh
double strength 6thtae as this 1 the mind, that's what
to go along,
exercise
and
ought
air
prescription 86ld untie guarantee of
he shook
and
see
here"
too.
Why,
remove
t
money back if It fails
"I've
chop
fist
tremulous
a far from
freckles. Adv.
flail.
with
a
threshed
wood
and
ped
meat 6tay on
the
makes
what
That's
DIES
iH. J, STEPHENSON
Las Cruces, June 26. Horace J. votrr bones."
Jonathan Wax was even too old to
Stephenson, one of the best known
American pioneers of southern New enlist in the civil war.
Mexico died at Las Cruces after two
Oh, I might have gone," he said.
weeks' illness. He was a native of "But I was about 60 then, considerable
Mexico of Scotch parentage and was over the draftln' age, and my wife was
80 years old.. He married Miss Juana almighty sick. I didn't want to leave
her. Down In Shenandoah the sheriff
Ascarate and after ner death to
Dutton of Mexico of which union came up to me when the boys were
off to the front and boys
five children were born, all surviving.
He moved to Las Cruces In 1875 and they were, too; just young tads with
served as probate clerk from 1879 to no hair on their chins and he says to
t
1896. He was a lifelong democrat. A me, the sheriff says:
" 'Why don't you go along with the
sister, Mrs. Flores, aged 83 years, lies
rest of the boys?"
at the point of death M El Paso.
"'Wife lck, I told him. 'Oh, well,'
nd he said and went on."
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy
Once a quack doctor gave Jonathan"
This remedy always wins the good' 'Vf
an overdose of arsenic and he
If
not
who
the praise, of all
opinion,
was' M very' sick man; once a log roll
use it. Mrs. F. A. rfood. Burrows, ed tnnS a wa&pn and struck him on
Ind., writes, "I have found Chamber- the head,' ttce typhoid had J4m down,
lains' Colic, Cholera and IDarrhoea
the time I've Just been
"The rest
Remedy a positive cure for cramps
along happy," he said.
and sumer complaint"
For'sale by "Little Ken soffitf day is going to be
all dealers. Adv.
somebody.
By ntfw Great Grandpa
had been skillfully maneuvered alntost
to the candy counter.
"Well, I reckon I'm goltfg to haftf
to get him some," said Jonathan Wax,
taken according to directions In a little milk or water just before meals stimti.
resignedly; "and have him
lates the flow of saliva for the digestion of starches and the secretion of
gastric
his
sticky fingers all over my new
juice for the digestion of other foods, thereby improving the digestion and assimon tlhe train. Good-by.- "
suit
ilation of the food and giving to the system its full
of
nourishment
proportion

. Fr

191.

of
vj--

t

m

that relieves the

sameness of every
day food.

" Th Best the Grocer Can
Deliver"
Here art a few members of
the Solitaire Family : Olives.
Anchonesin Oil. Mushrooms,
Patt tit Foie Gras, Peanut
Butter, Pimento, Covert.
Jellies, Preserve.
Coffee, Tea, Spices, Flavoring
Extracts, Catsup, Raisins,
Pice, Sea Foods, Qrape Juice,
Olive Oil, Maple Syrup, etc.,
and all varieties of canned
fruits and vegetables.

THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO.

Denver

"'fr'Wiinis-ili-

will come state, federal

and county
officialdom as well as the men and
women of business and In the various
progessiona and walks ot life. It la the

1

first motion picture year book ever
planned In any state and outside ot Its
pictorial value It will become & precious historical document.

CALIFORNIA

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES

IPS

ANGELES & SAN DIEGO

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP

on ale:

TTiclcete
JUNE 20, 21, 27, 28.
AUGUST 1, 2,

$45,50

JULY

4, 5, 11, 12, 18, 19, 25, 26.

lS, 16. 22, 23, 29, 30th.

S,

Fi8Sl lifntt fr91B &e of sale 60 days. Tickets are first
a
at apy fQWl hoth going aod
clasi and good for
r
1- r'r
retufa joufdeya.
r
t,
stop-over-

I

D. L BATCHELOR. Agent.

'vmMiji Jilt -

tt

To

:

make your chafing dish

parties mors
house party suppers
more distinctive, use Electric Chafing Dishes.
They are as superior to alcohol chafing dishes as
Sterling silver is to plated ware.

popuhr, your

theatre-an-

d

Heat Without Fire
Simply turning a switch products heat without smoke, smell, flame or fire danger it seems
' like Arabian magic.
A turn cf a switch regulates the amount of heat from low to medium or
'
high heat as desired.
Call and see our different desip-ns.

Las Vegas Light cl Power Co.

ft
i

I
ft

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

?OUK

I

lion dollars less than in 1912.

at once brought to n end by the op
position of substance.
You w ill take the Importance of this
at once. It Is the soul of the
point
ESTABLISHED 1879
Cachelet Idea the evolution of a
force, capable of working directly in
Pubiithaa by
ciiDosltlon to gravity, and not limited
In its action by the opposition of subTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
stance to the body on which it acts.
(Incorporated)
That was the force which Mr. Bach
set out to find. Has be found It?
elet
Editor.
OL M. PADGETT
I went down to the Bachelet labora
tory to discover, for myself, whether
he has or not The Idea of seeing a
"fivin train" did not attract me in
the least. What I wanted to see was
new force tackling
d
this
Entered at the postofflce at East
and 'the reold
gravity
Mexico
for
grandfather
New
Amm Vegas,
them. I
between
sult of the struggle
through the United 8tates
of
real
ruler
see
the
to
only
wauled
matter.
class
Ua aa second
material . things in ' subjection the
kine. who would kill me If I dared
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
to dlsobyed hi mby Jumping out of a
Dally, by Csrrisr.
fourth floor window, In the grip of a
05
copy
power as strong as himself and
,.'
...
M
Week
'
.
stronger.
.t6
O&i Month
Bachelete laboratory Is a fasThe
?.60
Ose Tear .
cinating place, and were I to describe
Mall
Dally, by
It and the Instruments contained in
16.00
One Tear (la advance)
ft, I would require a whole page of
8.00
mix Months (In advance)
the Express. But I had not come to
7.00
.
One Tear (la arrears
see
Instruments, but a battle between
..... 76
lx Months (In arrears)
two forces, and that la exactly what
I saw.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
Mr. Bachelete placed a heavy disc of
GROWER
copper on a pad, which held the busi
12.00
ae Tecr
ness end of his electro magnet. Then
1.00
z Months
he turned on the current, and the disc
point
rose four or five inches into the air,
and stood there fixed, as though air
Mall
In
Advance
for
(Cash
'
were the propper platform for copper
Subscriptions.)
FORCE OF GUVITY NO' to stand on.
or
money
draft
Remit by check,
I placed my hana tetween the coprder. It sent otherwise we will not
A MYSTERY per disc and the magnet and the copLONGER
loss.
for
responsible
per did not seem to mind It at all. I
Specimen copies free on application.
tcok hold of the copper disc and tried
BALL IN to force it down to the pad where It
SUSPENDING
SCIENTIST,
ALLt PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
MIDAIR, SOLVES RIDDLE
ought according to all the laws of
EXPIRATION OF TIME
OF THE AGES
gravity, to have been lying; I could
PAID FOR
net.
London. June 26. A view of the The copper to my hand seemed upAdvertisers are guaranteed the wonderfulflylng train, the Bachelet held by a powerful, updriving force,
earcest dally and weekly circulation Invention, bas called forth the follow- as. In fact it was.
Then Mr. Bachelet switched off the
f any newspaper In northern New ing article by H. he Vere Stacpoole.
printed in the London Daily Express: current, and the copper disc fell, and,
I remerafTfef, years go,, when living on the pad.-fc- nd
lay there.
one If Mr. Bachelet were to rest his
in Oxford? Opening, 111
paper
TELEPHONES
and reading the first news fame on that simple achievement, he
business Office ... .........Main 2 morning
about
the
Roentgen, rays. Later in would find for his fame an eternal
...Main 2
Hews Department
the day, going IntS' the shop of one pedestal. He has done what no man
of the photographers, I mentioned the has ever done before..
matter tothe proprietor,' a gentleman
But you cannot live on pedestals, and
FRIDAY, JUNE 26, 1914.
of the oil . school, w ho took what I as Mr. Bachelet is very much alive,
"IV HAT ABOUT THE FOUHTH had to tell him more' iin the light of and, moreover, a practical man, he Is
a persona! insult than as a piece of i pushing this dream child of his out
intc the world to work for him.
It is no more necessary that one's Intelligence. In fact, It stirred
I
He showed me the flying railway.
triolism should be demonstrated by so much that he wroje me a long letthe'
absolute
out
Fourth
on
impos
ter
the
crackers
lliC ULUe Vtu MilB liacii iuiu mo tali
pointing
mooting fire
.
ahd dashes to Its destination with that
t July, than it Is that the worship of sibility of the whole thing.
I must confess that when I opened grace and rapidity which we associate
iod should be conducted with, a base
drum. But as the total elimination of the Express the other morning and onlv with the world "flight." It is a
either 'would cause sorrow to many read about the Bachelet flying train I marvel ,and a fortune for its Inventor;
the question becomes one of personal felt somewhat as the bid photographer but to me the most marvellous thing
right, and If the time Is to come when must have felt when he received the in that wonderful laboratory was the
lio !lj are to go it can only be brought news that we were' taking to photo htavy copper disc standing fixed in air
about after a campaign of education.
without support.
graphing their skeletons.
The idea that a rigid body could
The evolution of a force, capable of
, Every year the question of a Sane
IFburth comes up, and the movement stand In air without 'support was an working directly in opposition to graof which few with a higher motive idea that went counter, not only to vity, and not limited In Its action by
&ave ever been inaugurated, Is rapidly all personal experience, but to the In- the opposition of substance to the
ssinmg strength. In 1908 there were stinct which I have inherited from the body on which It acts.
That was the force Mr. Bachelet set
ouly four pities that osentisbly recog experience of the minions and billions
nized the movement, and in that year of ancestors from whom I have de out to evolve, and he has evolved It.
f there were 5,623 accidents. In 1913, scended.
554 cities cut out the pyrotechnics of- Nothing is graver than gravity; and
I:iaTly,and in the whole country only it is the only force with which up NEW
At!
.3.163
accidents occurred. Nothing to this man has never played or
aroare can be said of the high merit of trifled. We have tricked electricity
'
he movement than this.
into all sorts of postures, we have
PICTURES. HERE
"However, it is a bad business to teased out light into Its various wave
tfar down before you are prepared to lengths, we have made heat our very
rebuild. To take candy from a child obedient servant, but we have never PHOTOPLAY HAS FRESH SERIAL
PICTURE BEGINNING
without offering it cake Is positive
until this stood up to gravity and
TONIGHT
- cruelty. Promiscuous shooting of fire- said to it, "Thou shalt obey." It is It
In
"Thou
shalt
r
to
who
nn-lcsaid
Las
has
works
obey."
us,
Vegas is prohibited"
Beginning tonight the Photoplay
The law, but any law is held only It begins its tyranny when it makes
start anew serial picture with
will
learnwhen
on
at the value the people give it Thus us tumble
purposes
the buck passes to the parents; If they ing to walk, and Its tryanny ceases Alice Joyce in the title role. "Nina
.cannot figure out some way to reduce never until we are- dead. Men have of the Theater" is the name of the
"She element of risk, they must suffer only been able to oppose this master new piece, and it promises to be alive
3n the burns of their children. It will force which! holds us glued down to from start to finish.
Nina (Alice Joyce) secures. a posi
d no good to. tell the boys and girls the earth by Indirect means by the
that they must not hare fire crackers. machinery of their muscles, the trick tion with a theatrical company
Such a prohibition is only an added eries of cranks, piston rods flywheels, through the Influence of Paul, the
incentive to the kids to have them in etc., which we class together Under leading man.- The two become sweet
disobedience.
the general term "machinery, ' by the hearts but before they can be marIf the fireworks must go, and It expansion. f gases by heat, as In ex ried Paul Is stricken with an Illness
Hvculd be well If they did go, the plosives, and the expansion of gases which necessitates a long rest and
,
of air by heat, as in expensive treatment
youngsters must be given something or rarefication
When her money Is gone Nina learns
Writer in their place. t This is a good balloons. '
Now what Mr. Banhelet set out to that the hospital authorities have oflme to begin to plan for a little nefgh-orhoopicnic' jor Boine .otberlark dor'Vas. this to oppose gravity,not fered $1,000 to the , person who will
w which the' fun' W more Jrhaa re- - by a force employed indirectly, but by consent to undergo an experimental
'
a mode t force employed directly; to operation which may mean disfigurerapense for the bther'losSs. ,
I
resist gravity by opposing to It a ment for life. Thinking only of sar-inPaul's life, Nina lakes up the of.
ON INSURANCE POLICIES force working, not Indirectly through
Philadelphia, June 26. In consider the medlumshlp of (Machinery or the fer. ;
Her pluck wln8 the love of Brent
ing the statistics on life Insurance In expansion of gases, but directly, withthB United States and Canada for out the help of any trickery or ma the surgeon. The man comes between
the lovers, causing Nina to believe
:T313, just issued by the Insurance chinery whatever.
, Tress, two things staad out in lmpor-- - Not being a fool, he did not set out that Paul has proven faithless. Brent
ance, aside from the large Increase to annual gravity but to find an en- later marries the girl by appealing to
la the volume of insurance written, ergy capable of working in direct op- her sense of gratitude. After a year
incur-r'n- e his
cruelty causes Nina to leave him.
amounting in the aggregate to
position to gravity and without
The girl returns to the stage. She
the opposition of subPiance. No
These ar9 the amount of
"i ranee surrendered for cash
employed energy hitherto known to and Paul meet and Nina learns of
her husband's treachery. Overwork
on policies, and the protection wan has been capable of doing this.
You will say at ouce, "This Is not causes Brent to lose his mind. The
decreased by loans taken on policies
which were, however, not surrendered. so: slmnle magnetism, can raise a man plans to slay Nina. He sends for
In regard to the former, there Is piece of Iron from the floor, and. bo her, telling her he is very 111. Nina
rause for gratification on the part ' act In direct opposition to gravity,' comes in response to the letter and
!
;all who realize the full meaning oft I said. "And without incurring the finds herself confronting a maniac..
The girl runs up the stairs with
Insurance protection, for while 11, ere (opposition of substance," . Substance
was aw increase in the total amount Is the basis of the magnet and when Brent close behind. As the man atof poiicy surrender accounts la 1" 18. the iron flies up from the floor it tempts to seize her Nina evades him.
a
the magnet and ita flight is In his effort to follow, Brent slipsj
this Increase itself was some five
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Taking
this Into consideration, with the embarrassments In general business last
year, the high cost of living and general depreciation In the market value
of both labor and capital, the natural
inference Is that thousands of life
policy holders, when under financial
stress, have resisted the Impulse to
sacrifice their Insurance protection. It
Is also Interesting to note that in this
record of surrenders were policies for
millions of Insurance closed out at the
expiration of tontine periods.
But a more disturbing fact Is the
general Increase in the practice of
borrowing on life policies, an increase
from $43,244,000 in 1912 to $63,725,000
in 1913. This method ef raising money
is pernicious as a practice. One of its
evils Is that the majority of these
loans are never repaid and the policy
continues to be burdened with the Incumbrance, usually until death takes
the policy holder, leaving a diminished claim for the beneficiary.
There are times, of course, when a
life policy Is a highly convenient form
of collateral, and if the loan'were re
paid within a reasonable time it might
often be considered a fair business
risk; but as a rule the borrower will
go on year after year paying interest
In addition to his premium, rather
than return the amount of the loan Itself. And this Is not right, either
from a business or a domestic stand
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This line of Investigation followed a report to the police today
that grain in bags similar to the onej
In which the dismembered torso was
found in the river a week ago had
delivered at the circus grounds
been
INVESTIGATION
STRIKE
Denver, JUne 26. A visit to the and all of them had not been returnslate rifle range, supposedly to in- ed. On May 31 pieces of a woman's
quire Into certain affairs of the Colo- clothing, stained and torn, were found
rado National Guard and its six in the vicinity of the circus grounds.
months' tour of duty In connection with
CLUBS RAIDED
the coal miners' strike, occupied the
W. Va, June 26. ExciteFairmont
committee
today.
special legislative
This committee since Its appointment ment attending preparations for the
at the extra session of the general as- enforcement for prohibitory amendsembly more than a month ago, has ment, operative next Tuesday, was inmade an exhaustive inquiry into con- creased here today when officers, act
We are showing these stones in the
ditions In Colorado coal fields as they ing under orders of Fred O. Blue,
tax
raided
state
the
.commissioner,
effect both operators and miners.
ctystals as they are. found, as well as
Discussing the work of the commit fashionable Fairmont country club.
cut ready for mounting.
tee today Governor Amnions said be The steward was arrested, a wagon
confiscated
and
of
wines
fine
com.
load
as
the
bad no intimation
to when
mittee mlgh conclude its investigation the lockers of many prominent memThey range in hardness between the
or when it begun its preparation of a bers forced and their contents reTopaz and Sapphire.
report All 'the deliberations and in moved. The raid was under the ex...
.i
vestigations, all the conference with isting law.
union miners and operators have been
Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
SON RAILROADER
of executive nature as It was felt by KARRIMAN'S
a bright white stone.
New York, June 26.. W. Averlll
tois method the. committee could obtain more cooperation from the con Harriman, eldest son of the late EL H.
Karriman, whose appointment aa vice
tending factions.
Call and See Them at
The governor stated that he had "had president of the Union Pacific railway
no recent word ifrom Washington as has Just been announced, Is but 23
to the work of the mediators or whe years old but he has had five years of
He has been a
ther federal authorities had under con. railroad training.
sideratlon any changes in the federal member of the board of directors for
r.itroops now in the Colorado coal fields. some time.
Mr. Harriman's knowledge of the
Denver, June 26. Frank J. Hayes,
vice president of the United Mine railway business has not been gained
Workers of America, today Intimated entirely from the executive end. When
that the action of the federal media he was 18 he worked as lineman on a
tion board, appointed by Secretary of surveying gang on the Oregon Short
Labor Wilson to assist In settling Line and since has worked In the
the Colorado miners strike, has taken shops of the Union Pacific at , Omaha
the direction of seeking to arrange as a locomotive fireman and as clerk
a conference between representatives at various points on that system. He
of the striking eoal miners :.nd the has specialized In the purchasing deMOST
YOUfc
operators. The operators heretofore partment of which he will now have
,
have flatly refused to deal with of charge.
ficials of the United Mine Workers.
CANADIAN PREMIER IS 60
Daily conferences ate being held,
Ottawa, Ontario, June 26. Sir RobMr. Falrley meeting with the miners'
i
representatives and. Mr. Davies con ert L Borden, the Dominion premier,
an'"H"
sulting with the operators. Another today celebrated his 60th birthday
Qm
niversary. During congratulatory cerej
conference was to be held today.
monies messages were received from
members of the ministry and friends
In transactions rangeo rrom 2& to 10 ers $6.507.60; bulls
$5.507; calves
L0RIJIER1BANKS5HAKY. throughout Canada. Sir Robert Isnow
excellent health, although It is
cents down and there was further $6. 50 10.
20 years since he first entered weakness later on. The closing quoSheep, receipts 500. Market strong.
FOR THREE YEARS nearly
the political arena as a member of the tations were as follows:
Lambs $8.509.25; yearlings $6.20
house of commons.
7; wethers $4.756;' ewea $4.255;
Wheat, July 77; Sept. 77.
Blockers and feeders"37l
Corn, July 67 ; Sept 65.. .
'
BY
HOUSE
COMPELLED
CLEARING
'
' Oats", July
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
;;
.
37j;
TO SURRENDER ITS FEDNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE '"
Chicago, June 26. Bears today rePork, July $21.15; Sept $19.95.
ERAL CHARTER
In
a
control
wheat
genof
New
captured
York, June 26. The market toLard, July $9.95; Sept, $10.10.
eral rush of selling prices went still
a tendency to break away
$11.47.
showed
$11.45;
day
Ribs,
Sept.
July
States lower than on
Chicago, June 26. United
from the depressing influence engenany occasion since the
District Attorney Wllkerson today recent declines
The opening,
began.
dered by the Claflin failure, and save
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the Chicago
made public a report-o- f
to 1 cent under last
re- for a brief Interval, showed a firm
which was
26
Kansas
June
City,
Hogsf
Clearing House association in 1911 night was followed by an additional
ceipts 2,000. Market strong to 6 cents undertone. The closing was strong.
showing that the La Salle Street Na- sag. The close was steady at 1
to higher. Bulk $8.258.35; heavy $8.35 The last sales for the day were:
tional bank, predecessor of the
1
cents lower.
68
Amalgamated Copper
(38.40; packers and butchers $8.
Street Trust and Savings bank,
Corn dropped with wheat and as a 8.40; lights $8.158.30; pigs $7.
American Sugar Refg.
106$
was in a shaky condition three years result of
97
Atchison . ..........
predicted showers where 8.00.
aao. The report was made by a com needed. After
to
400. Market steady Northern Paciflo ..'..V.
110
unchanged
Cattle,
opening
receipts
mittee acting on the petition of the
lower the market continued to de- tc strong. Prime fed steers $8.75
162
Reading .
bank, which was controlled by Wil scend. The close was unsettled U to 9.25; dressed beef steers
95
Southern Pacific
$7.608.60;
liam Lorimer and C. B. Monday, for
under last night
western steers $6.258.75; southern Union Pacific
153
admission to the clearing house assoOats had no substantial support
steers $5.758.25; cows $4.257.25; United States Steel
59
ciation.
Packers unloaded provisions. First heifers $6. 50 9; stockekrs and feed United States Steel, ppfd.......l08
direcThe committee requested the
tors of the bank to replace huge sums
In doubtful collateral with quick assets
and to cease the practice of loaning
money to Lorimer and Munday enterprises.
District Attorney Wllkerson said the
directors did not take action demanded
by the clearing house association and
a year later the bank surrendered Hs
national charter, and, under a state
charter, became the La Salle Street
&ii i' mem
Trust and Savings bank.
"f
and hurtles over the banisters to the
floor below. When Niria fearfully
places her hand over his heart she
finds he Is dead.

eling.

TheMora Gem
A New

Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County
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Senator Painter Explains
Frankfort, Ky., June 26. Former
United States Senator Thomas H.
Painter of Kentucky has Issued a statement explaining how his notes aggregating $40,000 found their way into the
La Salle Street bank of Chicago, coh"
trolled ' by William Lorimer and C. B.
Munday, and which, It was reported,
Is being investigated by federal authorities in connection with their Inquiry Into that Institution. Mr. Painter as senator was a member of the
first senatorial committee that investigated Lorimer's election to tht senate and he voted in favor of Lorimer's
"
retaining his seat
''f '
"After my connection with the Lorimer'-' commmlttee had ceased,"' said
Mr,. Painter "I needed $40,000 to complete a business transaction as I sup.
posed for a few days. Mr. C. B. Mun-a- y
told me he could take my four
notes for $10,000 each, and use them
In Illinois banks banks in which Lorimer had no interests.
Mr. Lorimer
knew nothing whatever about this
transaction. My deal was postponed
and I was unable to take car of the
demand notes, and it seem that Mr.
Munday took care of them through the
La Salle Street bank. However, every
dollar of the notes has been paid ex
cepting $2,675.45, which will be paid
on demand."
MURDER

INVESTIGATION

Schnectady, N.
June 26.Searcb
for clues to the Mohawk rivpr murder mystery today shifted to Massachusetts, where a circus wh'eh played
in Schnectady on May 23 is now trav

E!6(&lHlMI?$M(StHJp
These Saturday Night and Monday Bargain events are becoming more and more
at "THE STORE OF QUALITY." Economical buyers must be convinced of the real
found in ihe list below. We want you to get your share of them
1--

i

One Lot of Pretty Wash Dresses
slightly mussed, very pretty and
serviceable for afternoon
or
house wear at ono-ha- lf

off

2

1--

-

off

Saturday Night Specials

Monday Bargains
Notmore than

!$1.23 Wbite.WaShWaists in
;

.

all sizes, ."rnach,'..

...t

.,,(;;

$1.50 Warner's Rust Proof
corsets guaranteed No.
667.
Special
sizes 10 to 16

VICTOR

i

Ql 1Q

Each

$1.00 Girls' Wash Dresses
sizes 4 to 14

QQJ
.OCfL

Each

98c

v

Z9c
-

'The-

yards to a customer
'

.

'

RQp

98c
$1.10
$1.40
69c

'satisfaction Guaranteed
tTTTJT.

I

Store of Quality'

TALKING

10

10 yards Amoskeag apron
.
.
Gingham for
10 yards Lonsdale
Muslin for ,
.
10 yards Best 36 inch
Percale for
.
10 yards Galatea
Cloth for
,
10 yards Percale
.
.
31 inch for, .

I

$1.50 Girls' Middy Blouses

off

2

OPPOSITE
CASTANEDJU

MACHINES

E.LasVegas.

HOTEL

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

ada.

Frank L. Muiholland of Toledo
was elected president of the organiza-

PERSONALS

'

tion last night.

J. .H. Dowden of Raton came In last
right for a few days' business visit In
this city.
D. J. Cassidy and family drove In
last night from Mora for a short stay
in this city.
R. R. Larkin left last night for points
In California where he will be on business for the next few weeks.
Mrs. D. J. Leahy returned last night
from Raton where she has been visiting relatives for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Long of El Paso,
Tex., are in Las Vegas visiting friends.
They will remain here for some time.
Miss Alice A. Blake of Trementina,
In'. M., came In last night and will be
a visitor with friends In this city for
the next week.
Herbert W. Clark left this afternoon for Santa Fe, where he will
the meeting of the republican
state committee tomorrow.
Superintendent F. I Myers, accompanied by his daughter, Miss Lucy
Myers .returned this afternoon from
Denver, where Miss Myers has been
visiting for the past few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Hunker of
Salisbury, Mo., arrived In Las Vegas
Inst night and will remain here for the
cummer. Mr. Hunker is a brother of
Ceorge H. Hunker and Chester Hunger of this city.
Mrs. E. T. Hodson, formerly a resident of this city but now located at
San Marcial,N M., came In last night
for a short visit with friends here.
Mrs. Hodson is just returning from a
vi hit in the east.
Dr. C. S. Losey, Dr. H. JLMJrJ
and Charles P. Trumbull left tfiis aft-- j
ernoon for, Galveston, Tex., where Dr.
Losey Is to .purchase a Case automobile. The return trip will be made
in the new machine.
Mrs. R. P. Johnson lef4 today for
Trinidad where she will ,meet har
mother, Mrs. E. G. Loomis of Lexington, Mo., and return to this city tomorrow evening. Mrs. Loomis will
visit her daughter here for the summer.
C. D. Brooks and son E. J. Brooks
of Denver arrived In Las Vegas yesterday afternoon in an automobile and
were visitors with friends bere today.
They made a trip to Camp Montezuma
today and will leave .tomorrow for
Denver.
at-len-

FOR MISSIONARY EDUCATION
Blue Ridge, N. C, June 26. An interdenominational conference of mis-

sion workers, Sunday school' leaders
and others interested in religious work
vas opened1 here today and will be continued until July 6. The conference la
the first of a series of five gatherings
to be held during the summer under
the auspices of the Missionary Education of the United States and Canada.
The chief purpose Is to bring together
the young people and to prepare them
for more effective- - work In the
THEODORE ESPE HOME
"Santa Fe, June 26. Theodore Espe,
chief of the general land office, return-

COP DEFENDERS TRY

'

YESTERDAY'S

VJA0AIN TODAY

At. Boston

The three
cup candidates. Resolute, Vanltle and
Defiance, started, shortly after 1
o'clock in another one of the training
contests preliminary to the choice of
the defender of the America's cup
against Thomas Upton's Shamrock
IV. Today's course was triangular, to
be sailed ove twice. The first leg
miles, the
was a broad reach of 4
miles beat to windward.
second 4
and the third a reach home of 5 4
miles, making in all 301-- miles.
Ar streaky wind that came out of the
northwest with little promise or fresh
ening, was blowing this morning when
the cup yachts Resolute, Vanltle and
Defiance made for the Black Spar
buoy of Lloyds Neck to start on the
first race, under auspices of the
Corinthian Yacht club.- - The
ordered the sloops
committee
regatta
twice around a course of 15 miles.
The yachts started in the following
order: Vanltle, 1:00:05; Resolute,
1:00:55; Defiance 1:01:09.
As the yachts rounded the first mark
the unofficial times were: Resolute,
2:20:40; Vanitie, 2:22:55; Defiance,
2:24:40.
Resolute, 3:09:00; Vanltle, 3:11:20,
id JDeflance, 3:19:20, were the time
for the yachts as they rounded the second mark.
Oyster Bay, June

26.

3--4

3--4

3--

2

;

The Iowa State Federation of Labor
has refused to go on record as endorsing the fight against national
prohibition. .
The International Union of Steam
and Operating Engineer's will hold Its
annual convention In Peorgia in September.
.,
The French federation of workers
trade has begun an
energetic campaign for the abolition
In the provision
o

night work.

'i

v.

;

The British Musicians' union has
succeeded in obtaining a wage increase in 65 of the leading theaters
in London.

'

Initial step's nave been taken to organize the school teachers of Ohio
under the auspices of the Ohio State
Federation of Labor.

New York
Boston

2
4

a

-

PRESENT CHAMPION LOOKS LIKE
WINNER, BUT MORAN NO
EASY VICTIM

Make This Bank Your Bank.

2

3
New York. June, 26.i The result of
Batteries: James, Strand and Whal- the heavyweight championship fight
between Jack Johnson and Frank
ing; Tesreau and Meyers.
Moran at Paris tomorrow night will
Ri H. E. probably be known Jn this In the late
At Pittsburgh
'
1 4 . 1 afternoon.
St. Louis
The match has not at4 9 0 tracted any great amount of attention
Pittsburgh
Batteries;" Perritt and Snyder? Con here, principally for the reason that
'
It looks "queer" from whatever angle
selman and Gibson.
It may be viewed. : A succession of
'
Federal League
contradictory reports concerning, the
; 4t
R. H. E. details of the match has floated over
Indianapolis
5 10 0 from the other side since the articles
Kansas City
3 8 1 were signed with moving picture ac
Indianapolis Batteries: Harris, Packard and En- - companiment, etc., last January. The
cables have told of the posting of
senroth; Moseley and Rariden.
large forfeits and the placing of cer
At St Louis
R.H.E. tified checks for fabulous amounts in
13 15 3 bank vaults for safe keeping. Moving
Chicago
8 10 5 (pictures have been displayed showSt. Louis
Batteries: Fisk, Hendrix and Wil ing the prospective principals training
son; Crandall, Welsh and Chapman.
faithfully for the 'contest. On the
other hand, persons who are In a poR. H. E. sition to know thei Inside facts con
At Buffalo
6 7 2 cerning the match, declare that the
Buffalo
2
2 3 mill is to be staged solely with a' view
Pittsburgh
Batteries; Moore and Blair; Cam- - to reaping a golden harvest from the
sale of seats and (he moving picture
nitz and Berry.
privlliges. Other Bporting men who
R. H. E. have returned from Paris . recently
At Baltimore
. 5 10 1 have statedtthat neither fighter has
Brooklyn 4 11
2 made any great pretense ,of training
Baltimore Batteries:
Marlon, Finneran and for the battle.
But in the minds of the ring followLand; Smith, Wilhelm and Jacklitsch,
ers the most disagreeable feature of
Russell.
the match Is the fact that It appears
On past per
Western League
altogether
R. H. E. formances Gunboat Smith or Sam
At Wilchlta
2 7 3 Langford, instead of Moran, should
Denver
8 8 4 have had the first chance to tackle
Wichita''1:
Batteftes: Gaskell and Block; Baker Johnson for the championship.
The record of Moran certainly con
and Jones.'
tains no Item that would indicate he
R. H. E. was made of championship stuff. He
At Lincoln
,
1 6 0 began as a proflsslonal in 1910, tak
Lincoln 0 4 1 ing part in 15 mills. He knocked out
Topeka Batteries: Smith and Rapp; Rldge- - four rivals, all unknown, and out
pointed others of equal insignificance.
way and Lemon.
Incidentally, he met Johnson In a
' R.H.E. four round
At Omoha
exhibition in Pittsburgh
,
9 14 2 and was a toy In the hands of the
Des Moines
5 11 1 champion.
.
Omaha
Moran
In the winter of 1910-1Batteries:
Lakoff, Lafferty and
with
bouts
decision
boxed
no
Dummy
Shestak.
and
Haley; Willis, Tipple
Maxon and Al Palzer ja Brooklyn. He
At St. Joseph
R.H.B
7 7 1
Sioux City
11 16 1
SL Joseph
Batteries: White, Doyle and Crisp;
Glaze, Duffy,
Piercy, Purcell and
one-side- d.

.

1

AN UNEXCELLED
COMBINATION

At St." Louis

QUALITY, SATISFACTION
AND LOW, REASONABLE

PRICEi
at

(

The Golden Rule

R.H.E.

Announcement has been made in
6 9 1
New York that William Gillette, Cleveland
3 8 4
Blanche Bates and Marie Doro are to St Louis .:
and
O'Neill;
Batteries:
Gregg
MEN'S GOODS BOUGHT
revive "Diplomacy."
RIGHT
Baumgardner, Hock, Mitchell and
2c
Arm Bands, up trom.;
A recent German census disclosed Crossln.
are
women
500
Drawer
Supporters, pair..6c
the fact that nearly
R. H. E,
At New York
5c
Work Socks, pair
employed as tilers and roofers In that
2 6 1
Boston
Men's Tan Dress Socks, 4
country.
3 8 2
New York
25o
pairs for ..
Car- and
Coumbe
Batteries:
Collins,
White Leather Hose, palr10o
There are almost 50,000 organized
rlgan, Cady; Warhop and Nunamaker.
Men's "Geneva Silk" Hose..25o
railroad workers In Spain.
COOLEY TO BE REINSTATED
R.H.E.
Second
Game
26.
The
Fine
Grade Men's Silk Hose.49c
June
Kan.,
Topeka
Topeka,
4 11 0
10c
baseball' club received word today
Men's Collars
Five thousand women and girls are Boston
3 10 1
Men's Soft Collars, 2 for 25o
from President O'Neill of the Western employed In the candy factories In New York
Batteries: Johnson, ood and Cady;
Men's Ties,
Teck,
league to the effect that Manager Dick New York city.
Caldwell
and Sweeney.
250
fcoiws, etc,
was
after
the
who
suspended
Cooley,
y Men's Work Shirts
ft
.
The employment of persons under
game at Denver last Monday, would
39o
50o value Work Shirts
be reinstated Sunday, June 28, when 16 years of age is controlled by spec450
60c value Work Shirts
Tcpeka meets Denver on the local ial laws in German.
TODAY'S BASEBALL
-- 49s
65c value Work .Shirts.,.
grounds.
49o
"A Pair of Sixes' recently passed
Black Sateen Shirts
ROTARY CLUBS ELECTION
its one hundredth performance at the
J1.25 value Black or Tan
Amerlcacn League
98o
Sateen Shirts
Houston,, Tex. June 26. Frank C. Iongacre theater in New York.
Detroit at Chicago.
r49c .
75e yalue Dress Shirts
Riggs of Portland, Ore., was installed
Cleveland at SL Louis.
as vice" president of the Pacific disGeorge MyXohan Is the new abbott
Better Dress Shirts, 9Sc and.89c
.
,
Boston, at New York.
Men's Dress Gloves
,.-98c
trict, at the final session of the Inter- of the FrlaVstelub.
Philadelphia at Washington.
Canvas Gloves
national, Convention of Rotary clubs
a new
..
here today; Frank Higglns of Victo"Drugged" Is the name-oLeather Front Gloves
National' League '
j
Leather Gloves, tip from- -, 19c.
ria, CaaVd4, was chosen as vice presi- play In which John Mason Is soon to
:'
',,
lOo ,
'"! Chicago at Cineihnatt.'
Men's-Hosi
dent foje the western division of Can appear..
Supporters
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
I
U
i5c
Boston
Garters...19c
value
4
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
Men's Dress or Work Sus'
New York at Boston.
25o
penders
"
Men'B Invisible Suspenders,
Federal League
490
good ones 49o
Brooklyn at Baltimore.
Men's Waist Overalls
;
OverPittsburgh at Buffalo.
Bib
Golden Rule Special
580 .
raise
alls, 69c and
Western League
83o
Overalls
Underhlv Bibi
Denver at Wichita.
bis- - :
Carhartt and Oshkosh Bib
890
Topeka at Lincoln.
Overalls
Des iMoines at Omaha.
98
s.
Pants
Khaki
Sioux City at SL Joseph.
$1.25
Whip Cord Pants, $W9
rsnne is more
$2 .50 value Corduroy Pants$1.9S
$1.98
.
$2.50 value Dress Pants
CANADIAN ATHLETIC MEET
pa
$2 S8
$4.00 Dress Pants
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Isnext
26.
Dominion Day,
land, June
Wednesday Is to be observed here by
the holding of an athletlo meet In
which some of the best performers of
the maritime pprovinces will take part,
,

Store

ed this morning from southern Idaho
where he took desopltlons for the federal court in the case of the United
States vs. Caldwell and King. Uncle
Sam seeks, to cancel a homestead
patent in that cage and the fact that
lie sent all the way to Idaho to take
depositions shows how determined he
ts to safeguard the public domain. .

,

Four-ln-Han- d,
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The Best at Any Price

.

No other baking,

powder will

nicer, lighter
cuits, cakes and
nashv
pure and wholesome

)

e

men wny ray lvioier

u

A

We Pas T2Jo on Checking Accounts

-

1

;

The progressive party In South
Dakota has selected! R. E. Dowdell for Schang.
United States senator and W.H. MAmerican League
onasters for governor.
R. H. E.
At Chicago
2 6 0
Detroit
law
Nebraska
permitting
new
The
3 9 1
voting by mall will belfcrled out for Chicago
Rus
Dauss
and
Batteries:
Stanage;
and
state
congres
the first time In the
sell and Mayer.
sional elections next November.

$114,220.00

Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted Its efforts to the upblldlng of
i
a safe and conservative banking institution.
Its constant and steady growth is conclusive evidence that Its efforts ar appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there Is ample space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service in all lines. Ask the man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY. - ,

OUTLOOK

--

TRUST CO.

L

paid;in capital,

and

7 13
6 9

:

PEOPLESCBANK

Killl-fe- r,

R.H.

.

1914.

KING FIGHT

1
Philadelphia
Batteries:
Reulbach, Pfeffer
and
AT ENlf OF SECOND LEG OF THE McCarty; Oeschger, Tincup
Dooio, Burns.

COURSE RESOLUTE LOOKS
LIKE! WINNER

26,

R. H. E.
7 9
-- 8 11

Brooklyn

JUNE

IRAN

JOHNSON

RESULTS

National League
At Philadelphia

FRIDAY,

L-'-

.

7

Cordial Welcome (o All Visitors

4$

We Pay

on Time and Savings Accounts

v

):)).

V,'.
'liter

V':::

A Real

..

-

-

9

Opportunity

BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 42 Piece Dinner Set given
forcou pons. One coupon will be found In each carton of Crystal But-ter- .
The complete set will be delivered to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash. These dishes are guaranteed by one of the oldest and largest
pottery concerns in America and by ourselveibas well., n
A

Crystal Creamery Co.
32
.439
Pittsburgh
beat Maxon, but Palzer drew with
p.25
St.
38
26
.406
Louis
Jim
bout
another
In
him.
Brooklyn
'
STANDING OF.jyf .CLUB&, ......
TTTi
Savage, a fourth rater, outboxed MorWestern League
an, who then went to England and
W.
U Pet
On the other side
France In 2.
"..
25
Denver
National League
.603
...38
,
he put away a half dozen or more of
L.
W.
36
Sioux
27
Pet
.571
his
but
opponents
the big fellows,
City....
'21
'.611 St. Joseph ,
-- 33'
27
..85
,565.
without exception were little better New York
"'27
.534 Lincoln ...
31
30
.538
Cincinnati .
, . .35
.
t
than amateurs. .
'
.'..32
29
.53
,,3i ae.08 Des Moines ..........33
When Moran returned here in the St Louis
?9 ; v ,29 a .500 Omaha
27
34
.443
summer of 1912 he made a poor show Chicago
27 ,,,".600 Wichita
27
40
.418
Philadelphia
.....28.
Al
with
a
affair
in
ing
2i .;491 Topeka
22
42
44
Tom Kennedy, knocked out by Pittsburgh
.429
Bombardier Wells, held Moran to a Boston
o.,24. ..32
GENERAL WHISTLER DIES
draw in this city, while Brooklyn
...2,,,. . 31 .426
Pensacola,
over
:.
W
;v ? i
Fla.,June 2Gu General
clumsy Tony Ross got a verdict
Garland N. Whlstlw- - United States
American League ; . )f
him in ten rounds In Cleveland. It
W.
U;ff Pet army, retired, is dead at this sum
took Moran ten rounds to stop Harry
24
.593 mer home here. General Whistler in
. ...... ,3,5,,
Philadelphia
in
an
Columbus,
4
Wuest,
unknown,
36
29..
Detroit
.,..654 vented smokeless powder and a sys
but he went to Juarez, Mexico, after
27"
.
..550 tem of fire control for artillery coast
out
one
Willis
Dave
Washington
knocked
that and
rfl,...3,.
.550 defense by which officers in a central
27
rf..-f- 33
St. Louis
In eight rounds.
31
31
station can map out the exact loca.
Boston
summer
Moran
Later in the
fought
30
31, H, .492 tion of approachcing vessels.
Jack Geyer, a fifth rater, In a four Chicago
22
35.,,, .386
round bout in San Francisco and flost New York
37
..373 OWEN'S BILL BACK IN COMMITTEE
..22
the decision. Then came the' match Cleveland . .v
Washington, June 26. The Owen
with Gunboat Smith, December 27,
,
bill
for federal regulation of stock exFederal
League
PittsThe
Francisco.
in
1912,
Sji
L.
W.
Pet
changes reported to the senate yesterburgher adopted the tactics of a
.23
.589 day, was sent back to the banking comrunner and Gunboat was given Indianapolis . ......33
24
.579 mittee today. Senators who objected
33
the decision on points after he had Buffalo
.548 to the favorable report from the com...34
,;28
.
chased his opponent about the ring Chicago
.627 mittee meeting attended by leas than
26,
.....29
Baltimore
for the entire 20 rounds
33
30
half ,thG membership, succeeded in
,,.476
Moran took part in five battles In Kansas City
the bill.
senate to
24, 29 ,,.4W ting
1913. In March he stopped Al Mo- - Brooklyn
Cluskey in" five rounds before a local
Club. He failed 'to beat Sailor White
In six rounds in Philadelphia, and
when he faced the late Luther Mc
Carty here in April he was decisively
beaten in ten rounds. Subsequently
Moran knocked out Tom Logan In
four rounds at "New Orleans and also
disposed of Al Palzer In seven at a
I! w
.i-.
J
local club, when It was well known
that Palzer's physical condition should
have kept him out of the ring. The
' "
- I
:
victory over Palzer formed the basis
for Moran's manager proclaiming the
1
Chicago is the gateway tto
Pittsburgher as the next 'champion,
the lake, region. From, here,
but he was careful to sidestep a match
radiate most pf he important
with? Gunboat Smith,! Sam Langford
yrater trips, lou can make a cirand the other heavies whose records
cle
of the, Great Lakes resorts, into
afford
as
such
good
were
pretty
cluding those of Wisconsin, Nor! hern
evidence that they would have little
Michigan, and Georgian Bay. Then
of
a
In
of
fighter
disposing
difficulty
visit Buffalo and Niagara Falls, the
Moran's caliber.
Berkshires of New England and the
will
' In the coming match Johnson
Adirondacks of New York, with a few
have the advantage In experience and
days' stop at Atlantic City. The low
an
weight. .. Moran Is a fraction of
summer tourist fares on the Santa Fe
inch taller than the champion and
bring this trip within the reac h of all.
has thr advantage that comes of
I have some intercstine illustrated trove- youth. In regards to ring generalship
bc: ks for you, and will be glad to furnish
and ability to land a knockout blow
ample itinerary.
to ChiRemember thai best sen-icthere Is no comparison between the
cago, the Great
Pittsburgher and the .champion, pro- i
,
Lakes pitrwav,
viding the latter is in anything like
s
,
is via tue foanta
however,
rendition.
If Johnson,
,
Fe.
good
should enter the ring a physical wreck,
which some say that he is, Moran
I
might beat him, but- Johnson only
D. L. Balchelor, Agt- half fit ought to outfight the PittsLas Vegas, N. M.
burgher with considerable ease, in the
opinion of a majority of New York
sporting rnen.
l-i-
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ASK PARDON FOR MURDERE8S

(

26.

Indianapolis, June

The

state

hnntvl fit Ttardmia tru v took for COn
of
J stderation a petition for the pardon
mJ Mrs. Rae Krauss. who is serving a life

75he

(1

sentence In the woman's prison here
for the murder of her young stepdaugh
In
ter. The crime was committed
Hartford City ten years ago and at
tracted wide attention at the time.

CHAPMAN

TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-

-

TISEMENTS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
HS
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night 9
B, C. hall, on Douglas events
munication first and
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting member are a
Mil month. Visiting dlally welcome. J C. Warts, Fres
brothers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; (L ft
M. Cary, W. M H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.

vited, uuy
petten Secretary,

Meets first and thtrd Vae
day evenings each month at Weob
men hall. Visiting brothers oorstaV
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
'
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Re
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
dar conclave .
No ad to occupy less space than two
Aay in each meats at Ma-lints All advertisements charged
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, EL C; Chas. Tamme, Re- without regard to number of words. I
Cash In advlnce preferred.

11-2-

Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Bladder irritations, kidney troubles,
dull headaches, weariness, pain in
back and sides, ell show the kidneys
need to be toned MP. strengthened,
Kidney Pills will do it surely and
quickly. They give good health, freedom from pain,, a return of appetite
and sound sleep. Try them. O. G.
their regular action restored. Foley

ooj-de-

Klli)l

fa.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. t, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regalar con
vocation first Monday In

East Bound
Arrive
month at Masonic
femple at 7:10 p, m. P, No. I.... 7:20 p. m
a Brlmegar, H. P.: F. O. No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
No. 8.... 1:25 a. m
glood. Secretary.
.

'Depart

each

iipjfiaqysaga
MAIN

r.

No.
I. O. O.

L

P. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.

II...

1135

7:48

,

SY

11:61 p.
8:31 a. m
8:01 p.

p. m

West Bound
Arrive

4. Meets every Monday evening at
Depart
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m...., 1:38 . ft
brethren cordially invited, to attend No. I.... :85 a. m...., 6:48 a. av
J. Frledensttne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No. 7..t 4:20 p. m.... 4:31 p. BV
Adv.
7:81 a. at
m
V. G.: T. M. Elwood, Secretary: Karl No. I.
V. Hedgcock,
GOVERNOR NAMES DELEGATES FOR SALE A $1,800 automobile for werta, Treasurer;
Santa Fe, June 26. Governor Mc $550. See Ben Coles, East Las Vegas. Cemetery Trustee.
Donald today appointed Benlg Padilla
of Puerto de Luna, and Felix Garcia FOR SALE One bay horse, city b. P. O. ELK 8 Meets second and
sen
fourth Tuesday evening of each
pound 10 oclock Saturday.
of Lumberton, additional delegates to
Marshal.
month
Elks" home on Ninth street
Taxation
on
Conference
Coles,
City
the Insterstate
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
lat Denver, September
FOR SALE A Kimball piano cheap, are cordially Invited. We H. SpringThis
Call at 507 Main avenue.
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, I
Rheumatism?
from
Suffer
Why
Secretary,
When relief from rheumatic pains
may he had at so small a cost it is FOR SALE Small ranch near Hot
Springs. For information see Frank KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECUR- -- if
surprising that anyone should fall to
use
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
Plaza west of Vegas Thea- It.
LeDuc,
fof
Capparhlmsel
Joseph
avail
O. R. C. hall, Douglas avenue, on the
ter.
elll, Canastota, N. Y. suffered intensefirst and third Tuesdays of each
in
rheumatism
to
ly with pains due
his limbs for a long time. A friend BABY CHICKS Rhode Island Reds month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knighte and
FLOUR
and Barred Rocks until July 30th, Ladles always welcome. O. L. Free-told him about Cnamberlain's lint
cents. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
ment. One application relieved mm
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
It a giving you
Kan.
treat
a
and
few
City,
days'
wonderfully,
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
ment effected a cure. Many others,
a
present (or do-- 1
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
have found quick relief by applying"
ing something I1
1
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N M,
this llmlnent For sale by all dealers.

"

Done Quickly and

Rightly

K

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN

FIELD ARTILLERY FOR DEMING
E. D.
Santa Fe, June
Scott will command Battery C of the
Sixth field artillery assigned to ma
neuvers with the New Mexico Nation
1
A
al Guard at Demlng, July
Sixth
of
battalion
the
infantry will
aleo be assigned to the maneuvers.

o
o
o
o
9
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Adv.
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
fHX BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

WANT

Chamberlain's Tablets Unequaled
Mrs. Rose Green, Wabash, Ind.
writes, "Recently I used two bottles
of Chamberlain's Tablets and found
them splendid for stomach trouble and
constipation. In fact, I have never seen
RATES
their equal.- - Sold by all dealers.
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RESTAURANT

LOBBY
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For YOU!

-

elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon

you
EMPRESS

-

8

Wanted

Adv.

WANTEDA reliable

FATAL ACCIDENT
Santa Fe, June 26. While hauling
load of ties for the Santa Barbara
Tie and Pole company, Eugenio Archu

leta fell from the load under a wheel
of the cart and Was cruised to death.
v

CITROLAXI
CITROLAX1
CITROLAX!

First get the name

down

pat1

1-

perSpn as cook.

-

la

Lost

One brown mare 21 months
old; star In face, white spot on
nose, also white spot on left hind
foot, scar on Inside of right foreleg; no brands. Reward iu returned
to the Harris dairy.

toy

when

ttay

you

h

FLOUR really

ft

ONE COUPON FROM

EMPRESS FLOUR ANO
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE P

OF AMERICA

IT'S

MNUINE WM,
R0GEPS &

Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; S. W

SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

Montague, Local Deputy. Ylsltini
members are especially welcone ane
cordially invited.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
sonrth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
Q. K.; Frank Angel, F. S. '

.

Made by GER
MAN PROCESS u

SPOON

MODERN WOODMEN

FRENCH

1REY(STER- LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be t&

'

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

LOST

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of. the mucous linDR. F. B. HUXMANN
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Dentist
ruma
is
Inflamed
this tube
you have
Dental work of toy description at
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
moderate prices
when It Is entirely closed. Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma- Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
tion can be taken out and the tube
restored to its normal condition, hearHUNKER & HUNKER
.
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh, George A. Hunser. Chester A. But
Attorneya-st-Lawhich is nothing but an Inflamed conEast Las egas. New Mexico
dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
MONUMENT CO
for any case of Deafness (caused by
N. M,
be
cured
Albuquerque,
cannot
by
catarrh) that
215 E. Centra!
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
83 Years Practical Experience.
lars, free.
W. W. BOWERS
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio. E. A. JONES
75c.
Sold by Druggists,
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Take Hall's Family PUte for consti
Profeslonal
Health Culture for Ladles
pation. Adv.
Hair and Scalp Treatment, Manicure,
Facial Massage, Chiropody; Baths
- and
Massage With Strict Attention to Doctor's
Prescription
HOTEL ROMAINE
Phone Main 155, Long Distance Main
44.
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to
8:30 p. m. Las Vegas, N. M.

--

RETAIL P1UC15S

Z,000 Ibs or More, Each Dslvsry
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 208 lbs. Each Delivery
Less than 68 lbs. Each Delivery

1t
.w...... per
per 1H lb.
par 1N la.
.M.w.So
......
4e per
25c

.M.w.N

per

18S IM.
18 lb

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
tor era, sad Dlstrlbutori f natural lea, a rutll E3
Harvesters,
B

Whlem

Lastlme Qualities

OFFICE

Rare Made Lea Tegaa

781 DOUGLAS

mU.

AVENUE

w

JONES-BOWER-

ANT Ads
Are Best

S

Market Finders
Claasliietf adj.
those who MIQHV

tears,

ET

B. LEWIS
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 334

"
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Better
k&W

learn

d

For Rent

d

y?u
O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
Inquire 725 Sixth street
Toffrth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. f . hall. Vialtlni
WANTED Bookkeeper and stenogra
brothers Cordially Invited. Howard 1
pher; young man some experience Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn
Secretary.
real estate and insurance business
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 841
Box
East
548,
Address
preferred.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tnea
Las Vegas, N. ML
day of the month In the vestry roomi
uf Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock I
WANTED Position as first class
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
cahousekeeper or cook. Perfectly
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
pable. No health seeker. 309 Rail-toaGreenclay, Secretary.
..
avenue.

then buy It of your druggist. Just the
very best thing for constipation, sick
headache, sour stomach, lazy liver.
The
sluggish constipated bowels.
pleasantest, surest, nicest laxative FOR RENT Modern light housekeep- you ever used. Tastes good like lemrooms, very reasonable. Also one
onade. Acts promptly without pain
nicely furnished room $1.50 a week.
or nausea. Gives you the most satis
1103 Lincoln.
factory flushing you have ever had.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug FOR RENT Suite three unfurnished
Store Adv.
steamheated rooms in Wells Fargo
and Co's. building to parties without
MELITON GARCIA A SUICIDE
children or dogs ; references reSanta Fe, June 26. Mellton Garcia
quired. All conveniences. Agent for
who was accused of killing Pedro Ba-reWells Fargo and Company.
over a card game at Questa, six
years ago, committed suicide by shooting himself at Hanna, Wyo.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for The Optic NOW IS
THE PLUNGE

THE TlflE TO TAKE

with each yearly subscription Paid In Adv nee. There is noO increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you .Would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TESTf-Thi- nk
of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURREIST and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in
ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
;

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketful! of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

TBdUm Urn VaDanip

&'pd&iiamB

t7 P

The Optic for a. whole year and this
is only
lbor
saving-convenien-

ce

You may firing your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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"B sflo"?
Stearns' Store
11

to 12 and from 3 to 6
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MUTUAL THEATER J

TONIGHT7:43

t Footprints of Mozart
reel feature)
7 The Somnambulist
(2

S,

,, ,t, ,;, ,i, ,t, ! ,,

j

,i.

,t

! .t,

CUCUMBERS,

LEAF LETTUCE
HEAD LETTUCE
ONldNS ,

,, ,. n. ,.

RADISHES
BEETS
TURNIPS.

LOCAL NEWS
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
'

-

-

I

f

Thursday

off for1 Sat-Straw Hats at
urday only. Greenberger's. Adv.

We Will Serve You

We will sell cheap our counters and
show cases. Shumate Studio. Adv.

one-thir-

..

Saturday at York's
WAX BEANS
STRING BEAN3
GREEN BEANS

Flnt Show Sttvrta e.t

It? Come to I

Vhat Is

1

JUNE 26,

d
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and grocers are advising their cus
tomers to buy now for preserving.
Watermelons made their first appearance this week and although the
price ranged at 6 cents a pound a
large number were sold. The first
car of melons lis expected to arrive
in Las Vegas some time next week.
Home gardens have forced a slump
la the vegetable aaie ror the past
week though an unlimited variety may
be obtained. Beans and peas are obtainable at a moderat price, while the
stock of all other vegetables is large
and iprices cheap. -

,

SECOND liilL'D rJAitKET
FOR THIS WEEK

lend

Hot Biscuits Like Mother
Used to Make
I

Mr. and Mrs. p. J. Emenaker are the
proud parents of a baby daughter born
to them last night
-

Special sale of Straw Hats, Pana
mas and Bangkoks, at Greenberger's
One-thir- d

r
vii'.bo

RANGES

intend buying a new Range? Let us show you
and
quote you some real prices. Every one guarpur line
to
anteed give perfect satisfaction.
you

DISHES

We carry an open stock. You can, buy one piece or a
complete set. Not cheap ware but low priced.

UPHOLSTERING

Better have that furniturej;e.covered and repaired

now. Phone us for prices on your work.

Poge SaLmpleFurniture
Company1"
Phone Vegas

114

507 Sixth Street

kisses

off.-Ad-

v.

Don't forget the W. C. T. U. bake
sale at.: York's Saturday from 10
o'clock on. AdV, ,i sj'ai
for- -

is eagerly looking
.. Everybody
ward to the Charity Ball to be given
July first by the Womans club. Adv.

The stork paid an early visit at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wertz this
morning and left a' big nine pound
Boy.

ture in the series

'

Tag day has come and nearly gone,
and out of the generosity of many
people and the services and smiles of
many young ladies, who spent the day
sweltering in their volunteer work,
destitution In Las Vegas will be re
lieved.

Not "Heavier Than Air

15he

IP

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, Maculta, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
vr sack of ,lt and ee how
your reputation as a baker
will Boar. Pure Quill flour
costs no. more than other
;
E. high clas flours but Is worth
more as no other to fully
equal to It Order a sack

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds. President

E. D. Raynoldg, Vice President
Hallet RaynoMs. Cashier.

S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Casbier.

,

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
Your Own Porch

Better than
a Country Gaits gc

mm&mx

;f,DRp.r SHADES

J. P. Nash, the photographer for
merly with Romaine Fielding, left
last night for Douglas,- Ariz., to look
over a proposition made to him by
a business man of that city. It is
possible that Mr. Nash may return
here In the fall and open a studio on
the East side.
Byron J.. Reed, principal of the
high school, has accepted the position
of superintendent of schools, vacated
recently by Rufus Mead. Professor
Reed assures the school board that
the work of the manual training de
partment will be continued in even
better shape, than last year, if it is
(possible.

Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice
8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307.

J.

SATURDY MARKET
Following a natural course the price
of all fruits witi the exception of oranges, lemons and bananas, has dropped considerably from the prices quoted last week.
The first table cherries seen on the
market during the week were on sale
today at 20 cents a pound. They are
of good
quality. Pie nerries are
coming la fast from New Mexico orchards. Several stores sold cherries
from thig county this week and the
price is expected to go down to minimum during the next two weeks.
Plums, peaches and apricots are
slightly cheaper than last week.
Green apples, used chiefly for pies
at this season, are on the market at
10 cents a pound. This price will go
down each day during the next two
weeks.
Reports are that the apple
crop will be large this year in this
state, which means a decidedly moderate price for the season.
Berries still continue the favorite
of the market and are received dairy
from California and Colorado. The
price is slightly lower than last week
TOO LATE.Tfr CLASSIFY

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $10O,0OO;rplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service"

Ir.td

Pztd cn Tlrr.o Deposits

the Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

ned.

HARVEY'S IS OPEN
34th season of this famous moun-

County Superintendent M. F. Des
tain resort. Carriage out every SatMarais this morning announced that WANTED To
buy or rent, a tent for urday morning, returning following
a contract for a school house building
nousekeeplng. Mrs. Sam Lewis, 618 Friday; charge, including passage
to be built at the Hot Springs has
Grand avenue.
both ways $10. Special rates for longbeen awarded! and that Work will be
er time. Address East Las Vegas.
gin on the construction at once. It
Box B. Leav orders at Murphey's
also was announced that two new
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
school houses are to e built In the
Los Alamos district one at Los Alamos
SWIMMERS IN MATCH RACE
and one at Onava.
Philadelphia, June 26. Two of the
most noted long distance swimmers of
There seems to have been some
America, Sir Richards of Boston and
misunderstanding on the part of many
Charles B. Durborrow- of this city, are
that the recital tonight at Normal
tc engage in a match race on the
hall by. Miss Maureen Harper, vio
All Glasses of
Schuylkill river tomorrow from Cheslinist, assisted by Miss Marguerite
ter to Philadelphia and return, a disCluxton, is an lnvltation-affair- .
This
tance of 33 miles. Burborrow Is conis not the case. - All are welcome and
sidered the best long distance swimthose who read the. program "In last
mer In this section. Richards Is equala
nighf Optic will need, no urging to
ly well; known, and Is said to be the
;
attend. Mlse Harperr-wh- o
has been
only man who ever accomplished rthS
Studying very hard for Borne time, has
of swimming from the Battefylh
flat
ffpjveloped
a really Temarkable .'tec
ffew
York to Sandy Hook.
a
of
Plumes
SpeCleaning
nique, which, added to her native talent, places her far above the average.
DUCK HUNTERS KILL COWS
Prices reasonable.

We Dry or

Steam Clean

-

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelih tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski-

ed for

n

the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

TB 1HY - LABOR
--

Saved by Using

HE'S PEAK
SELF RISING FLOUR

Men's & Women's

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

ASK FOR

IT

cialty.

Santa Fe, 'June

BUY

SATISFACTION

EMPRESS FLOUR

'

GUARANTEED..

and get valuable coupons

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

A coupon with 5 cents ad

THE GE1AAF & HAYUMRD CO.STORE

TIRES AID T

'

been made to the

Grants Hyenic Crackers

C. JHOtiSEN dt SOU

NO BIDS TO OPEN

The bids for the paving of bridge
street from the bridge to the Plaza were
to have been opened at 5 o'clock yesterday evening at the court house. Indefinite postponement of the ceremony
was made necessary, as there were no
bids presented. A number of contractors were 'present and informed
those in charge that it is not probable
any contractor will care to bid on such
a small piece, of work.
Although nothing officially is known
yet, it Is rumored that a petition will
be started among the residents of the
Plaza for the paving of that part of the
West side in addition to Bridge street
also that a petition will he started to
pave a part of the Hot Springs boulevard. The business men on Bridge
street are anxious that the paving proposition be carried through, and there
is practically no opposition to the issue. Should the petitions carrjr to
pave the Plaza and part of the boule
vard, there is little doubt thatj the
work kwill he completed as first plan
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Victoriana Gonzales, aged 47 years,
end, .Santos Pino aged 55, both of San
Gtronlmo, N. M were granted a mar
riage license at the court house yes
terday afternoon.
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The second and last illustrated lecon "In His Steps"
will be given Sunday night at the
RASPBERRIES
Baptist church. The second lecture Is
STRAWBERRIES
more timely if anything than the first
LOGANBERRIES
It deals with the Issues of today. It
"" ."
BLACKBERRIES
discusses the relation of the cultured
PIE CHERRIES
and the well to do to politics and par
U i( " T
APPLES ;
'
to the city elections; it deals
ticularly
"
!'
.
PLUMS
with the saloon as the corrupter of
'
PEACHES
morals, the cause of poverty and
ArRICOTS
crime, and the menace to Boclety; It
shows the feasibility and the practicGET TOUR ORDER IN EARability of doing as Jesus would do
EVERYTHING
LY.
SELLS
here and now in this world; and closes
FAST AT THIS STORES,
with the vision of the adoption of it
as the standard among men and the
coming of Christ to the world. An
The republican state central com- illustrated song has been, reserved for
mittee will me6t tomorrow morning the close of this lecture, "Lead KindI
at 11 o'clock in the hall of the house ly Llght."i(,t-wjl- l
be eung by the Bap
tist maa quartette.
.QiLiepreeeatativea' at Santa Fe to
to .thft time'iind plaoeP-e- f the ill! .
:
ORATORICAL CONTEST
republican convention.
You need not go Into "the
country t
The arrangement for the silver
during the hot summeronlnstlflyou
6
contest
on
medal
oratorical
and
about
o'clock
program
Yesterday evering
have your porch equippjpd fi'th""!.
. 1414 II essaSa!SS2-Bridge street occurred an accident at the Normal auditorium on Satur- wuSsM.
which resulted la the death of a dog. day night 'of this week are nearing
Readers may 'smile at this, but at that, completion. The following have been
HZ
tho accident yesterdayThough unfor- secured as judges:
PORCH
SHADES
tunate fpK' the cminetproved a good
h, C. Merselver, county superintendweather-proo- f
These
shades come in
of
Curry county.
thing for autoists who travel Bridge ent
a great variety of colors. They admit
Archie McMahon of Artesla.
street. Miss Retina, stern was driviRCC.u ft. PAT. OFF
just the proper amount of fresh air vet
Eloise McBeth of Raton.
ng, up the street when the dog made
maintain perfect seclusion to those.
a dash at the machine, not with suiThe contestants are Dorothy Anderupon the porch
cidal intent, but bent on making a lot son, Alice Sundt, Alvin Apple, Greta
1,
air
Into a per feet resting place.. The NO- The
transform
Cid-diporch
any
of noise. Before Miss Stern could turn Suhr, Edward Reynolds, Camiiito
j
WHIP ATTACHMENT with which these shades were equipped prevent
the steering wheel of the machine th,e
Eloise Martinez, Margaret Nel.
flapping of the shade. The shades successfully keep out the hot rays of
dog was cought under the front wheels son and Loyal Suhr.
sun and while they maintain the porch cool and comfortable, admit
the
b
and. Las Vegas is minus a dog. There
numbers
will
The program
contain'
just the proper amount of light.
are numerous caaines in the city that by the following and others:
Mrs. I
Call and see our disslay or a telepsone call will bring ths "Aerolu x"man
have a habit of chasing machines and F. J. NlxQn of Portales, a piano selecwho will show you color samples and then if you wish, take the measurements
although no serious results have oc- tion; Mrs. Roy Connelley, a vocal securred as yet it is possible that a lection; Miss Edith Reagan, a read- of your porch.
driver may becone excited and thus ing; and a solo by Miss Eugenia
Moora An admission of 5 and 10
endanger himsei as well as
cents will be charged to meet the
623 - 638
Dcvgtan Ave
expenses of the evening.
FANCY TABLE CHERRIES,
CABBAGE

.

Pinch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv

.

. $650.00
1 Hupmobile, 1914 model, $850.00
1 Buick, 1911 model . . $250.00
1 Ford, 1913 model
. . $250.00
1 Viehle touring car . . $300.00
1913-Abb- ott
Detriot ElectricT
Light, Self Starter . . $1,000

;
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mits one person to the MUTUAL theatre. One coupon
Sll nnnnH crk R.,..
tvirh each
.."
uuy
$ the flour of the local croeers.
1
v
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Phone Main 81
ft)

617 Dongas Ave
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Compplaint has

state game warden

tbat hunters duly provided with
Mexico hunting licenses during

New

the
past week killed five of the high grade
cows of W. W. Cox on the San Agustin
ranch in Dona Ana county. The hunt
ers were after duck on Paryer Lake on
the ranch and Mr. Cox now wants to
know whether a New Mexico hunting
license authorizes nimrods with bad
aim to kill oft cattle promiscuously.
Lfist year, Mr Cox had a $1,000 stallion
killed
hunters.

THE HQU3E WIPE'S FRiEUD

Moses Best

Flour

Better Bread and more loaves per sack.

zzzrzibLD BY ALL GROCERS
GROSS KELLY &;CO, Distfibutors
'

